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Medical Center (NNMC)and the
Walter Reed Army Medical Center
(WRAMC)in Bethesda, Maryland.
She is heavily involved in training
residents and medical students
as the associate program director
and serves as an assistant
professor of surgery at the Uniformed University of the Health
Sciences (the tri-servtce military
medical school in Bethesda).
"I'd like to create the same
experience for others that I
received from my training, which
was that it's about so much more
than gaining individual facts.
Drs. Cheney and Hadlock made
sure my fellowship was centered
on realizing my potential in
medicine through the support of
and collaboration with others.
That's what mentoring is all
about and I'd like to inspire and
encourage others in the same
way," she asserts.
Dr. Lindsay is also able to
utilize her advanced surgical
training to offer the best possible
reconstructive procedures to her
active duty patients who are sent
to NNMCand WRAMC."So many
of them come back from their
military service overseas with
severe, traumatic injuries. They
need our specialty expertise and I
take that responsibility very
seriously. Knowing how to offer
them the care they require is
probably one of the most important reasons that I went on to
complete my fellowship," she
concludes.
The ABFPRSis honored to
include these two fine surgeons
as new diplomates of our Board.
They are a credit to all who have
helped shape their career paths
as well as the country they so
proudly Serve.
•
The 2010 examination will be given
June 26-27, in Washington, D.C. To
register jor the exam as ajellow or
applyjor certification, go to
www.abfprs.org or contact the
ABFPRS office at 115-C South Saint
AsaphStreet. Alexandria, VA, 22314;
phone (703) 549-3223; injo@abfprs.org.
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FACE TO FACE:
By Stacie D. McClane,

How
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ecoming involved with FACETO FACE:The
National Domestic Violence Project may be
easier than you think. The American Academy
of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery is
the first surgical group to take a firm stand and become
involved in helping individuals of domestic abuse break
the cycle of violence, enhance their self-esteem, and
rebuild their lives. Over 300 AAFPRSmembers are proud participants of
this program.
Local domestic violence shelters across the country play a critical
role in offering safe havens to victims of domestic abuse. lt is within
these shelters that victims may find refuge and begin to break the cycle
and heal from the abuse. Our outreach to these shelters is critical in
reaching the individuals that we hope to serve. The Educational and
Research Foundation for the Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery has developed a brochure that describes our vision and
services as well as the eligibility guidelines of the program. Having this
brochure readily available to the victims of abuse is a real step toward
education and recovery.
If each of us could take a few minutes to contact our local shelters,
we could ensure that they have the information and resources that they
need. A simple telephone call or visit may be all that is necessary. Most
shelters can be readily found in local directories or Internet searches.
The Academy has a long-term relationship with the National Coalition
Against Domestic Violence (NCADV).This group assists the majority of
shelters in the United States and may also be of assistance in locating
shelters in your area. Their "National Directory of Domestic Violence
Programs - 30 Years of Working to Keep Women and Children Safe" is
available for purchase through the NCADV.
Contact Michelle Busey at the Academy (703) 299-9291 ext. 234 or
bye-mail at mbusey@aafprs.org to learn of shelters in your areas.
Michellewill also be able to send a few FACETO FACE:The National
Domestic Violence Project brochures for you to send directly to your local
shelters.
•
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you are looking jor a simple way to get involved today, here is an opportunity to give a little oj your time and make a difference. The value oj a man
resides in what he gives and not in what he is capable oj receiving.
Albert Einstein

Volunteer Mission Allows Doctors to Offer Expertise Care to
Dozens of Colombian Children in Need
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Last month, facial plastic and reconstructive surgeons Andrew
Jacono, MD; Manoj Abraham, MD; and Dr. Jacono's AAFPRSfellow
Benjamin Stong, MD, traveled to Colombia to perform more than 70
pro-bono reconstructive surgeries on children with cleft lips, cleft
palates, and other facial deformities.
The doctors donated their time and expertise as part of a trip
coordinated by Healing the Children, a non-profit volunteer organization, dedicated to providing donated medical care to children in need.
Healing the Children strives to help children throughout the world
receive medical care unavailable to them due to a lack of medical and
financial resources or health insurance. To date, over 75,000 patients
have been helped through their efforts.
•
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